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Biomedical Use Case within EOSC-Pillar
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Work Package 6

Use-case #6 : Exploringreference data through existingcomputing services for thebioinformatics community



EOSC-Pillar UC#6: some background
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EOSC-Pillar UC#6: some background
UC#6 page on the EOSC-Pillar web site https://eosc-pillar.eu/use-cases/exploring-reference-data-through-existing-computing-services-bioinformatics-community
UC#6 “fact sheet”
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6726022
UC#6 video demo
https://youtu.be/WZey8XrCp1I
UC#6 poster
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7051283
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UC#6: what did we want to do?
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Use public Galaxy Instances

Deploy Galaxy locally

Deploy Galaxy on a secured infrastructure

Compare results of the 3 scenarios above

4 theoretical scenarios
1

2

3
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UC#6 challenges
* Reproducibility and coherency of the various deployments
* How to implement Galaxy in a private, secure environment with adata analysis workflow similar to that of its public equivalent
* Integrating the service into a global authentication system
* Make the service available to all members of the EOSC community
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UC#6: what did we actually do?
➔ Implement and use better rules for Galaxy deployment➔ Provide easily deployable Galaxy instances close to the data➔ Publish and populate source/reference data to the F2DS➔ Deploy Galaxy in a secured environment➔ Provide a working demonstrator with a light workflow➔ Analyse transnational health data restrictions➔ Defined a full scale "real life" workflow with the hCNV community
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UC#6: what we did - in the whole EOSC-Pillar picture
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Legal Framework for the use and re-
use of health data for scientific
purposes
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6334878

Publish
reference data
to the F2DS

Laniakea improvements
Galaxy on demand
https://doi.org/10.1093/giga
science/giaa033

Presentations
Posters
Reach out to the
hCNV community

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6334878
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6334878
https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/giaa033
https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/giaa033


UC#6: How did that go?

Worked well
* Collaborating internationally* Publishing data to F2DS* Enriching metadata in F2DS* Conceiving a Galaxy workflow* Using Laniakea@ReCAS* Deploying Galaxy locally* Deploying on a secured infra
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Didn’t work so well
* Running workflow on hugefiles (memory problem)* Connecting F2DS to Galaxy(AAI problem)* Directly using F2DS fetchmethod from Galaxy (functionmissing)



How does this translate to “facing a new pandemic”?
* Technical work* Publishing data to a federated dataspace* Technical aspects: Push vs pull model* semantic aspects: how do we enrich? What is the benefit?* Some of the analysis could be done in Galaxy* Ex: virus sequencing data* Designing global workflow* Connect different tools: how do they communicate?* Allow those tools to work in secured (health data) environments

* Community awareness* Spread the word that EOSC can help
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A wider perspective: be preventive rather than curative
Proposing new/innovative solutions while in the middle of a crisisusually doesn’t work…
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A wider perspective: be preventive rather than curative
… but when the crisis is over, will to improve things decreases
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What we have to bear in mind
A pandemic is not a marathon. You don’t know the date, the cost, orwhat kind of training it will require.
The question is not whether or not we’ll face a new pandemic. It’s“when will it occur”

This might not be the bestoption…
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Overcoming technical issues
* Technical resources issue* Technological issue* Functionality issue
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Didn’t work so well
* Running workflow on hugefiles (memory problem)* Connecting F2DS to Galaxy(AAI problem)* Directly using F2DS fetchmethod from Galaxy(function missing)

Back to “what didn’t work”in UC#6...
➔ Work on scalability/dimensioning➔ Go beyond the “prototype” step➔ Base architecture on users needs➔ Think interoperability “by design”➔ Improve reuse/sharing practices➔ Use standards and converge➔ Think long term



How EOSC is sometimes perceived
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How we should build it
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Reusing what we have is fine. But if we keep reusing bricks that are notcompatible, building something coherent might prove difficult.



Final considerations

* Technical issues are not the most blocking* Act while we can* Overcome local/personal interests* Use projects to fulfill long-term goals…* … but use long-term goals to set up projects!

* EOSC is (and will be) what we make of it* Get involved and put value in it* Do our best to synchronise effort* Get out of the comfort zone
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Thank you! Get in touch with us!
www.eosc-pillar.eu
@EoscPillar
/company/eosc-pillar
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